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Abstract
We investigate a strategy for improving the computational efficiency of contrastive
learning of visual representations by leveraging a small amount of supervised
information during pre-training. We propose a semi-supervised loss, SuNCEt,
based on noise-contrastive estimation, that aims to distinguish examples of different
classes in addition to the self-supervised instance-wise pretext tasks. We find that
SuNCEt can be used to match the semi-supervised learning accuracy of previous
contrastive approaches with significantly less computational effort. Our main
insight is that leveraging even a small amount of labeled data during pre-training,
and not only during fine-tuning, provides an important signal that can significantly
accelerate contrastive learning of visual representations.
1 Introduction
Learning visual representations that are semantically meaningful with limited semantic annotations
is a longstanding challenge with the potential to drastically improve the data-efficiency of learning
agents. Semi-supervised learning algorithms based on contrastive instance-wise pretext tasks learn
representations with limited label information and have shown great promise [19, 49, 2, 33, 7].
Unfortunately, despite achieving state-of-the-art performance, these semi-supervised contrastive
approaches typically require at least an order of magnitude more compute than standard supervised
training with a cross-entropy loss (albeit without requiring access to the same amount of labeled data).
Burdensome computational requirements not only make training laborious and particularly time-
and energy-consuming; they also exacerbate other issues, making it more difficult to scale to more
complex models and problems, and potentially inducing significant carbon footprints depending on
the infrastructure used for training [22].
In this work, we investigate a strategy for improving the computational efficiency of contrastive
learning of visual representations by leveraging a small amount of supervised information during
pre-training. We propose a semi-supervised loss, SuNCEt, based on noise-contrastive estimation [18],
that aims at distinguishing examples of different classes in addition to the self-supervised instance-
wise pretext tasks. We conduct a case-study with respect to the state-of-the-art approach of Chen
et al. [7] on the ImageNet [38] and CIFAR10 [27] benchmarks. We find that SuNCEt can be used to
match the semi-supervised learning accuracy of previous contrastive approaches while recovering
petaflops of computation in the process.
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2 Background on self-supervised contrastive learning
The goal of contrastive learning is to learn representations by comparison. Recently, this class of
approaches has fueled rapid progress in unsupervised representation learning of images through
self-supervision [8, 19, 2, 36, 21, 46, 33, 20, 1, 7]. In that context, contrastive approaches usually
learn by maximizing the agreement between representations of different views of the same image.
Many self-supervised contrastive learning methods utilize instance-wise approaches and perform
pairwise comparison of input data to push representations of similar inputs close to one another while
pushing apart representations of dissimilar inputs, akin to a form of distance-metric learning.
Self-supervised contrastive approaches typically rely on a data-augmentation module, an encoder
network, and a contrastive loss. The data augmentation module stochastically maps an image
xi ∈ R3×H×W to a different view. Denote by xˆi,1, xˆi,2 two possible views of an image xi, and
denote by fθ the parameterized encoder, which maps an input image xˆi,1 to a representation vector
zi,1 = fθ(xˆi,1) ∈ Rd. The encoder fθ is usually parameterized as a deep neural network with
learnable parameters θ. Given a representation zi,1, referred to as an anchor embedding, and the
representation of an alternative view of the same input zi,2, referred to as a positive sample, the goal
is to optimize the encoder fθ to output representations that enable one to easily discriminate between
the positive sample and noise using multinomial logistic regression. This learning by picking out
the positive sample from a pool of negatives is in the spirit of noise-contrastive estimation [18]. The
noise samples in this context are often taken to be the representations of other images. For example,
suppose we have a set of images (xi)i∈[n] and apply the stochastic data-augmentation to construct
a new set with two views of each image, (xˆi,1, xˆi,2)i∈[n]. Denote by Z = (zi,1, zi,2)i∈[n] the set of
representations corresponding to these augmented images. Then the noise samples with respect to the
anchor embedding zi,1 ∈ Z are given by Z\{zi,1, zi,2}. In this work, we minimize the normalized
temperature-scaled cross entropy loss [42, 7] for instance-wise discrimination
`inst(zi,1) = − log exp(sim(zi,1, zi,2)/τ)∑
z∈Z\{zi,1} exp(sim(zi,1, z)/τ)
, (1)
where sim(a, b) = a
T b
‖a‖‖b‖ denotes the cosine similarity and τ > 0 is a temperature parameter.
In typical semi-supervised contrastive learning setups, the encoder fθ is learned in a fully unsupervised
pre-training procedure. The goal of this pre-training is to learn a representation invariant to common
data augmentations (cf. [19, 33]) such as random crop/flip, resizing, color distortions, and Gaussian
blur. After pre-training on unlabeled data, labeled training instances are leveraged to fine-tune fθ,
e.g., using the canonical cross-entropy loss.
3 Semi-supervised contrastive learning methodology
Our goal is to investigate a strategy for improving the computational efficiency of contrastive learning
of visual representations by leveraging the available supervised information during pre-training. We
explore a contrastive approach for utilizing available labels.
Semi-supervised noise contrastive estimation. Consider a set S of labeled samples operated upon
by the stochastic data-augmentation module. The associated set of parameterized embeddings are
given by ZS(θ) = (fθ(xˆ))xˆ∈S . Let xˆ denote an anchor image view with representation z = fθ(xˆ)
and class label y. By slight overload of notation, denote by Zy(θ) the set of embeddings for images
in S with class label y (same class as the anchor z). We define the Supervised Noise Contrastive
Estimation (SuNCEt) loss as
`(z) = − log
∑
zj∈Zy(θ) exp(sim(z, zj)/τ)∑
zk∈ZS(θ)\{z} exp(sim(z, zk)/τ)
. (2)
In each iteration of training we sample a few images for which class labels are available, as well as
a few unlabeled images; we use the labeled images to compute the SuNCEt loss (2), and use the
unlabeled images to compute the self-supervised instance-wise loss (1). We sum these two losses
together and backpropagate through the encoder network. By convention, when “sampling unlabeled
images,” we actually sample images from the entire training set (labeled and unlabeled).
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Motivation. We motivate the form of the SuNCEt loss by leveraging the relationship between
contrastive representation learning and distance-metric learning. Consider a classifier that predicts an
image’s class based on the distance of the image’s embedding z to those of other labeled images zj
using a temperature-scaled cosine similarity distance metric d(z, zj) = z
T zj/(‖z‖‖zj‖τ). Specifically,
let the classifier randomly choose one point as its neighbour, with distribution as described below, and
adopt the neighbour’s class. Given the query embedding z, denote the probability that the classifier
selects point zj ∈ ZS(θ)\{z} as its neighbour by
p(zj |z) = exp(d(z, zj))∑
zk∈ZS(θ)\{z} exp(d(z, zk))
.
Under mutual exclusivity (since the classifier only chooses one neighbour) and a uniform prior, the
probability that the classifier predicts the class label yˆ equal to some class c, given a query image x
with embedding z, is
p(yˆ = c|z) =
∑
zj∈Zc(θ)
p(zj |z) =
∑
zj∈Zc(θ) exp(d(z, zj))∑
zk∈ZS(θ)\{z} exp(d(z, zk))
,
where Zc(θ) ⊂ ZS(θ) is the set of embeddings of labeled images from class c. Minimizing the KL
divergence between p(yˆ|z) and the true class distribution (one-hot vector on the true class y), one
arrives at the SuNCEt loss in (2). Assuming independence between labeled samples, the aggregate
loss with respect to all labeled samples S decomposes into the simple sum ∑z∈ZS(θ) `(z). The
relation to previous work on contrastive supervised learning is discussed in Section 5.
3.1 Practical considerations
In practice, we use one data loader for sampling mini-batches of images to compute the instance-
discrimination loss (1), and another data loader for sampling mini-batches of (labeled) images to
compute the SuNCEt loss (2). When there are too many image classes to contrast at once, we
randomly subsample a set of classes, and then sample a set of images from each subsampled class to
construct the supervised mini-batch. We also average the stochastic estimate of the SuNCEt loss over
all images (anchors) in our mini-batch. We adopt the stochastic data-augmentation strategy from [7]
for all labeled images.
For distributed training, there may not be enough labeled samples in each class to parallelize
computation of SuNCEt across all workers, and so the set Zy(θ) in (2) may contain embeddings
originating from the same image, but with different random transformations, in which case, the
SuNCEt loss can be seen as a semi-supervised extension of instance-discrimination.
Lastly, rather than directly using the outputs of encoder fθ to contrast samples, we feed the represen-
tations into a small multi-layer perceptron (MLP), hθproj , to project the representations into a lower
dimensional subspace before evaluating the contrastive loss, following [7]. That is, instead of using
z = fθ(xˆ) directly in (1) and (2), we use hθproj(z) = hθproj(fθ(xˆ)). The projection network hθproj is
only used for optimizing the contrastive loss, and is discarded at the fine-tuning phase.
4 Experiments
In this section, we investigate the computational effects of SuNCEt when combined with the SimCLR
self-supervised instance-wise pretext task defined in Section 2.1 SimCLR [7] establishes the current
state-of-the-art for contrastive semi-supervised learning of visual representations. We report results
on the ImageNet [38] and CIFAR10 [27] benchmarks for comparison with related work. All methods
are trained for a default of 500 epochs using the LARS optimizer [51] along with a cosine-annealing
learning-rate schedule [31]. Results reported at intermediate epochs correspond to checkpoints from
these 500 epochs training runs, and are intended to illustrate training dynamics.
The standard procedure when evaluating semi-supervised learning methods on these data sets is to
assume that some percentage of the data is labeled, and treat the rest of the data as unlabeled. On
ImageNet we directly use the same 1% and 10% data splits used in [7]. On CIFAR10, we create the
labeled data sets by independently selecting each point to be in the set of labeled training points with
some probability p; we run experiments for each p in {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0}.
1The SuNCEt loss can certainly be combined with other instance-wise pretext tasks as well.
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Architecture & data. The encoder network in our experiments is a ResNet-50. On CIFAR10 we
modify the trunk of the encoder following [7]. While this network may not be optimal for CIFAR10
images, it enables fair comparison with previous work. For the projection network hθproj we use an
MLP with a single hidden-layer; the hidden layer has 2048 units and the output of the projection
network is a 128-dimensional real vector. The stochastic data augmentation module employs random
cropping, random horizontal flips, and color jitter. On ImageNet, we also make use of Gaussian blur.
Fine-tuning. Upon completion of pre-training, all methods are fine-tuned on the available set of
labeled data using SGD with Nesterov momentum [44]. We adopt the same fine-tuning procedure
as Chen et al. [7]. Notably, when fine-tuning, we do not employ weight-decay and only make use of
basic data augmentations (random cropping and random horizontal flipping). Additional details on
the fine-tuning procedure are provided in the appendix.
4.1 CIFAR10
Experimental setup. Our training setup on CIFAR10 uses a single V100 GPU and 10 CPU cores.
We use a learning-rate of 1.0, momentum 0.9, weight decay 10−6, and temperature 0.5. These
hyper-parameters are tuned for SimCLR [7], and we also apply them to the SimCLR + SuNCEt
combination.
We use a batch-size of 256 (512 contrastive samples) for SimCLR. When implementing the SimCLR
+ SuNCEt combination, we set out to keep the cost per-iteration roughly the same as the baseline,
so we use a smaller unsupervised batch-size of 128 (256 contrastive samples) and use a supervised
batch-size of 280 (sampling 28 images from each of the 10 classes in the labeled data set), for a total
of 536 labeled+unlabeled images to be sampled in each iteration. Note that we only sample images
from the available set of labeled data to compute the SuNCEt loss in each iteration.
We turn off the penalty after the first 100 epochs and revert back to completely self-supervised
learning for the remaining 400 epochs of pre-training to avoid overfitting to the small fraction of
available labeled data; we elaborate on this point in Section 4.3. The only exception to this rule is the
set of experiments where 100% of the training data is labeled, in which case we keep SuNCEt on for
the entire 500 epochs.
Results. Figure 1a shows the convergence of SimCLR with various amounts of labeled data, both
in terms of epochs (left sub-figure) and in terms of computation (right sub-figure). Both the sample
efficiency and computational efficiency of SimCLR improve with the availability of labeled data,
even if labeled data is only used for fine-tuning.
Figure 1b shows the convergence of the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination with various amounts of
labeled data, both in terms of epochs (left sub-figure) and in terms of computation (right sub-figure).
Epochs are counted with respect to the number of passes through the unsupervised data-loader. We
observe a similar trend in the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination, where both the sample efficiency and
computational efficiency improve with the availability of labeled data.
Making use of SuNCEt also improves the sample efficiency of SimCLR. Figure 1c shows the
improvement in Top 1 test accuracy throughout training (relative to SimCLR) when using SuNCEt.
Not only does SuNCEt accelerate training from a sample efficiency point of view, but it also leads to
better models at the end of training.
Figure 1c shows acceleration from a sample efficiency point of view, however, it is more difficult to
tease apart computational advantages from it. While the cost-per-iteration for both methods is roughly
the same, the use of a smaller self-supervised batch-size means we perform more iterations per epoch
when using SimCLR + SuNCEt. In particular, the SimCLR + SuNCEt curve with 100% labeled data
in the right subplot of Figure 1b uses much more compute during the 500 training epochs than the
other trials as the SuNCEt loss is kept on for the entire training. To address the difference in the
computational cost per epoch, Figure 1d shows the amount of computation saved by the SimCLR +
SuNCEt combination in reaching the best SimCLR accuracy. There are two x-axes in this figure. The
top shows the petaflops saved and the bottom shows the number of model updates saved to reach the
best SimCLR test accuracy. SuNCEt saves computation for any given amount of supervised samples.
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(a) SimCLR test-set convergence with fine-tuning on various percentages of labeled data.
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(b) SimCLR + SuNCEt test-set convergence with fine-tuning on various percentages of labeled data.
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(c) SuNCEt improvement in test-set convergence with
fine-tuning on various percentages of labeled data.
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(d) Computation saved by SuNCEt in reaching the best
SimCLR test accuracy with fine-tuning on various
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Figure 1: Training a ResNet50 with an adjusted-stem on CIFAR10 given various percentages of labeled data.
Evaluations reported at intermediate epochs correspond to checkpoints from the same run, with a 500 epoch
learning-rate cosine-decay schedule. SuNCEt epochs are counted with respect to number of passes through the
unsupervised data loader.
With only 1% of the training data labeled, SuNCEt can reach the best SimCLR test accuracy while
conserving roughly 50 petaflops of computation and over 10000 model updates.2
4.2 ImageNet
Experimental setup. Our default setup on ImageNet makes use of distributed training; we train
each run on 64 V100 GPUs and 640 CPU cores. We aggregate gradients using the standard all-reduce
primitive and contrast representations across workers using an efficient all-gather primitive. We also
synchronize batch-norm statistics across all workers in each iteration to prevent the models from
leaking local information to improve the loss without improving representations (cf. Chen et al. [7]).
We linearly warm-up the learning-rate from 0.6 to 4.8 during the first 10 epochs of training and
use a cosine-annealing schedule thereafter. We use a momentum value of 0.9, weight decay 10−6,
and temperature 0.1. Similar to the experiments on CIFAR10, these hyper-parameters are tuned for
SimCLR [7], but we also apply them to the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination.
2One model update refers to the process of completing a forward-backward pass, computing the loss, and
performing an optimization step.
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We use a batch-size of 4096 (8192 contrastive samples) for SimCLR. When implementing the
SimCLR + SuNCEt combination, we again aim to keep the cost per-iteration roughly the same as the
baseline, so we use a smaller unsupervised batch-size. Specifically, when 10% of the training data is
labeled we use an unsupervised batch-size of 2048 (4096 contrastive samples) and use a supervised
batch-size of 5120 (sub-sampling 40 classes in each iteration and sampling 128 images from each of
the sub-sampled classes), for a total of 7168 labeled/unlabeled images to be sampled in each iteration.
Similar to our previous set of experiments, we turn off the SuNCEt loss after epoch 100.
When only 1% of data is labeled, we use an unsupervised batch-size of 2880 (5760 contrastive
samples) and use a supervised batch-size of 3200 (sub-sampling 25 classes in each iteration and
sampling 128 images from each of the sub-sampled classes), for a total of 8960 labeled/unlabeled
images to be sampled in each iteration. We turn off the SuNCEt loss after epoch 30, and revert
to purely self-supervised learning thereafter. As mentioned in Section 3.1, not all of the sampled
labeled images used to compute the SuNCEt loss are unique. Many of the samples in the supervised
mini-batch correspond to the same image but with different random augmentations (in fact, for the
1% labeled data setting, there are roughly 12 labeled images per class).
Results. Table 1 reports the single-crop Top-1 and Top-5 validation accuracy of various semi-
supervised representation learning methods when 10% of the training data is labeled. Table 2
reports similar results, but when only 1% of the training data is labeled. Although it is not the
focus of this work, we observe that the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination, with the default SimCLR
hyperparameters, outperforms all other contrastive methods, including the vanilla SimCLR protocol
of fully unsupervised pretrainig followed by fine-tuning, on both the 1% and 10% data splits. We
observe that when 10% of training data is labeled, the SimCLR validation performance saturates;
training for 1000 epochs instead of 500 epochs only provides a marginal 0.4% to 0.5% boost in
performance. When 1% of the training data is labeled, training SimCLR for 1000 epochs instead of
500 epochs actually degrades performance on the validation set.
Table 3 reports the amount of computation save by the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination in reaching
the best SimCLR validation accuracy. Table 4 reports similar results, but when only 1% of the
training data is labeled. When 10% of the training data is labeled, SimCLR + SuNCEt reaches
the best 500 epoch SimCLR Top-1 validation accuracy while conserving roughly 1900 petaflops
and 9200 model updates, and reaches the best 500 epoch SimCLR Top-5 validation accuracy while
conserving roughly 3900 petaflops and 19400 model updates. The improvements with respect to
1000 epoch SimCLR baseline are even more stark. SimCLR + SuNCEt reaches the best 1000 epoch
SimCLR Top-1 validation accuracy while conserving roughly 33100 petaflops and 164000 model
updates, and reaches the best 1000 epoch SimCLR Top-5 validation accuracy while conserving
roughly 23700 petaflops and 117300 model updates. When 1% of the training data is labeled, we still
see improvements in the computational effort utilized to reach the best 500 epoch SimCLR Top-1
and Top-5 validation accuracy, namely conserving roughly 2100 petaflops and 10000 model updates
to reach the best 500 epoch SimCLR Top-1 validation accuracy, and saving roughly 5500 epochs and
27000 updates to reach the best 500 epoch SimCLR Top-5 validation accuracy.
4.3 Limitations
As it is shown in Figure 1d, the ability of the SuNCEt loss to improve the computational efficiency of
training and recover petaflops of computation is highly correlated to the amount of labeled data. In
the limit where there are only a few labeled data points, we cannot expect SuNCEt to provide any
significant advantages over pure instance-wise discrimination. One research direction to overcome
this limitation would be the use of label-propagation [29, 5] or cluster prototypes [41, 30] to make
use of unlabeled data in the SuNCEt loss.
Another limitation of the SuNCEt loss is that we must turn it off at some point during training. On
CIFAR10 we observe that using SuNCEt for too long can lead to overfitting and degrade performance.
The amount of time that we can leave SuNCEt on without degrading performance is positively
correlated with the amount of available labeled data (see the appendix). Similarly on ImageNet, we
observe that the most computationally efficient trials are obtained by turning off SuNCEt early on in
training. In that regard, the SuNCEt loss serves as a bootstrap at the start of training, the benefits of
which remain even after the loss has been turned off. In practice, we turn off SuNCEt when it flattens
out.
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Table 1: ImageNet with ResNet-50 encoder when 10% of training data is labeled. We compare performance
of contrastive semi-supervised approaches with our method (second block). Compared to SimCLR, the state-
of-the-art contrastive approach, SuNCEt reaches better accuracy while reducing computation. We also report
performance of approaches based on label propagation (first block) that achieve the best performance on this
task. *SuNCEt epochs are counted with respect to number of passes through the unsupervised data loader.
10% Labeled Accuracy (%)
Method Training Epochs Petaflops Top 1 Top 5
Non-contrastive methods using label-propagation:
UDA [50] (+ Rand.Augment [9]) – – 68.8 88.8
FixMatch [43] (+ Rand.Augment [9]) – – 71.5 89.1
Contrastive methods using representation learning only:
NPID [49] 200 – – 77.4
NPID++ [33, 49] 800 – – 81.5
PIRL [33] 800 – – 83.8
SimCLR [7] 1000 ∼63200 65.6 87.8
SimCLR 500 ∼31600 65.4 87.3
+ SuNCEt (ours) 500 ∼39500 66.3 87.9
Table 2: ImageNet with ResNet-50 encoder. Semi-supervised performance (with reported compute) when 1%
of training data is labeled. Comparing to other contrastive semi-supervised representation learning methods.
*SuNCEt epochs are counted with respect to number of passes through the unsupervised data loader.
1% Labeled Accuracy (%)
Method Training Epochs Petaflops Top 1 Top 5
NPID [49] 200 – – 39.2
NPID++ [33, 49] 800 – – 52.6
PIRL [33] 800 – – 57.2
SimCLR [7] 1000 ∼63100 48.3 75.5
SimCLR 500 ∼31500 49.4 76.9
+ SuNCEt (ours) 500 ∼32600 49.5 77.3
Table 3: ImageNet with ResNet-50 encoder. Computation saved by SuNCEt in reaching the best Top 1 and Top
5 validation accuracy achieved by SimCLR with 500 and 1000 epochs of training when 10% of training data
is labeled. *Updates saved reported across all workers with a batch-size of 4096 (8192 contrastive samples)
partitioned across 64 V100 GPUs.
10% Labeled Target Acc. Top 1 (Compute Saved) Top 5 (Compute Saved)
SimCLR Pretraining Top 1 Top 5 Petaflops Updates Petaflops Updates
500 epochs 65.4 87.3 ∼1900 9248 ∼3900 19437
1000 epochs 65.6 87.8 ∼33100 164009 ∼23700 117353
Table 4: ImageNet with ResNet-50 encoder. Computation saved by SuNCEt in reaching the best Top 1 and Top
5 validation accuracy achieved by SimCLR with 500 epochs of training when 1% of training data is labeled.
*Updates saved reported across all workers with a batch-size of 4096 (8192 contrastive samples) partitioned
across 64 V100 GPUs.
1% Labeled Target Acc. Top 1 (Compute Saved) Top 5 (Compute Saved)
SimCLR Pretraining Top 1 Top 5 Petaflops Updates Petaflops Updates
500 epochs 49.4 76.9 ∼2100 10392 ∼5500 27002
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5 Related work
Self-supervised learning. There are a number of other self-supervised learning approaches in the
literature, besides the instance-discrimination pretext task in SimCLR [7]. Some non-contrastive
approaches learn feature representations by relative patch prediction [12], by solving jigsaws [35],
by applying and predicting image rotations [15], by inpainting or colorization [10, 37, 53, 54], by
parameteric instance-discrimination [13], and sometimes by combinations thereof [11, 26]. Of the
contrastive approaches, Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) [36, 21] compares representations from
neighbouring patches of the same image to produce representations with a local regularity that are
discriminative of particular samples. Non-Parametric Instance Discrimination (NPID) [49] aims to
learn representations that enable each input image to be uniquely distinguished from the others, and
makes use of a memory bank to train with many contrastive samples. The NPID training objective
offers a non-parametric adaptation of Exemplar CNN [13]. Misra and van der Maaten [33] generalize
the NPID method as Pretext-Invariant Representation Learning (PIRL) to contrast images both with
and without data augmentations, and combine the method with other instance-wise pretext tasks.
He et al. [20] propose Momentum Contrast (MoCo) to build even larger memory banks by using
an additional slowly progressing key encoder, thus benefiting from more contrastive samples while
avoiding computational issues with large-batch training. There is also the recent work [30], which
makes use of EM [32] and clustering algorithms for estimating cluster prototypes [41].
Semi-supervised learning. Self-supervised learning methods are typically extended to the semi-
supervised setting by fine-tuning the model on the available labeled data after completion of self-
supervised pre-training. A recent exception to this general procedure is the S4L approach by Zhai
et al. [52], which uses a cross-entropy loss during self-supervised pre-training. While that work does
not study contrastive approaches, nor the computational efficiency of their method, they show that
S4L can be combined in a stage-wise approach with other semi-supervised methods such as Virtual
Adversarial Training [34], Entropy Regularization [17], and Pseudo-Label [29] to improve the final
accuracy of their model (see follow-up work [47, 23]). Note that in [7], the SimCLR approach with
self-supervised pretraining and supervised fine-tuning is reported to outperform the strong baseline
combination of S4L with other semi-supervised tasks. Other semi-supervised learning methods
not based on self-supervised learning include Unsupervised Data Augmentation (UDA) [50] and
the MixMatch trilogy of work [4, 3, 43]. FixMatch [43] makes predictions on weakly augmented
images and (when predictions are confident enough) uses those predictions as labels for strongly
augmented views of those same images. An additional key feature of FixMatch is the use of learned
data augmentations [3, 9]. Of the non-contrastive methods, FixMatch sets the current state-of-the-art
on established semi-supervised learning benchmarks.
Supervised contrastive loss functions. Supervised contrastive losses have a rich history in the
distance-metric learning literature. Classically, these methods utilized triplet losses [6, 24, 39] or
max-margin losses [48, 45], and required computationally expensive hard-negative mining [40]
or adversarially-generated negatives [14] in order to obtain informative contrastive samples that
reveal information about the structure of the data. One of the first works to overcome expensive
hard-negative mining was [42] (inspired from Neighbourhood Component Analysis [16]), which
suggested using several negative samples per anchor. Another more recent supervised contrastive
loss is that proposed in [25] for the fully supervised setting; while the method proposed in [25]
is more computationally draining than training with a standard cross-entropy loss, it is shown to
improve model robustness. The SuNCEt loss in this paper takes on a strictly different form from
these aforementioned losses.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a principled semi-supervised loss based on noise-contrastive estimation, and
demonstrated how this loss can be used to recover petaflops of computation in matching the semi-
supervised learning accuracy of previous contrastive approaches. While the proposed method
outperforms other contrastive baselines, our work looks at how supervised information can be used to
improve computational efficiency as opposed to the more classical study of model accuracy.
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Broader Impact
Semi-supervised contrastive learning methods are used in many present-day applications to train
models on large-scale data sets without requiring many semantic annotations. Though data-efficient,
these approaches are very computationally intensive. It is essential to address the computational
limitations of existing methods, not just to enable scaling to more complex tasks, but to also become
more cognizant of the environmental cost of machine learning experiments, since petaflops can be
directly connected to measures of energy (e.g., kWh) [28].
This work demonstrates that a small amount of supervised information leveraged during self-
supervised pre-training (not just during fine-tuning) can quantitatively improve the computational
efficiency of contrastive learning of visual representations. New methods rethinking the role of
labeled information in self-supervised training pipelines — to not only improve model accuracy, but
to also improve computational efficiency — can potentially lead to new approaches taking greater
strides towards addressing the computational limitations of existing methods.
We are uncertain of all the possible new applications that can be derived by improving the com-
putational efficiency of existing self-supervised learning methods, but their societal impacts will
undoubtedly depend on the intended use of the technology.
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Recovering Petaflops in Contrastive Semi-Supervised Learning
of Visual Representations: Supplementary Material
A Additional details about fine-tuning
We follow the fine-tuning procedure of Chen et al. [7]. Upon completion of pre-training, all methods
are fine-tuned on the available labeled data using SGD with Nesterov momentum. We do not employ
weight-decay during fine-tuning, and only make use of basic data augmentations (random cropping
and random horizontal flipping). The weights of the linear classifier used to fine-tune the encoder
network are initialized to zero. On CIFAR10, models are fine-tuned for 90 epochs. All results are
reported on the standard CIFAR10 test set. We use a batch-size of 256, along with a momentum value
of 0.9 and an initial learning-rate of 0.05 coupled with a cosine-annealing learning-rate schedule. On
ImageNet, in the 10% labeled data setting, models are fine-tuned for 30 epochs; in the 1% labeled data
setting, models are fine-tuned for 60 epochs. We use a batch-size of 4096, along with a momentum
value of 0.9 and an initial learning-rate of 0.8 coupled with a cosine-annealing learning-rate schedule.
All results are reported on the standard ImageNet validation set using a single center-crop.
B Limitations
The amount of time that we can leave the SuNCEt loss on without degrading performance is positively
correlated with the amount of labeled data. To shed light on this limitation, we conduct experiments on
CIFAR10 where we switch-off the SuNCEt loss at a certain epoch, and revert to fully self-supervised
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Figure 2: Training a ResNet50 with an adjusted-stem on CIFAR10 given various percentages of labeled data.
Left subplots report the final model test-accuracy as a function of the epoch at which the SuNCEt loss is
switched off. Right subplots report the amount of petaflops needed to train the corresponding models in the lefts
subplots. The number of epochs that one can utilize the SuNCEt loss for without degrading performance is
positively correlated with the amount of available labeled data. To balance improvements in model accuracy
with computational costs, it may also be beneficial to switch off the SuNCEt loss early on in training, even if
leaving it on does not degrade performance.
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learning for the remainder training. All models are trained for a total of 500 epochs; epochs are
counted with respect to the number of passes through the unsupervised data loader.
The left subplots in Figure 2 report the final model test-accuracy on CIFAR10 as a function of the
switch-off epoch, for various percentages of available labeled data. The right subplots in Figure 2
report the amount of petaflops needed to train the corresponding models in the left subplots.
To study the potential accuracy degradation as a function of the switch-off epoch, we first restrict
our focus to the left subplots in Figure 2. When 20% or more of the data is labeled (bottom three
subplots), the final model accuracy is relatively invariant to the switch-off epoch (lines are roughly
horizontal). However, when less labeled data is available, the final model accuracy can degrade if
we leave the SuNCEt loss on for too log (top three subplots). The magnitude of the degradation is
positively correlated with the amount of available labeled data (lines become progressively more
horizontal from top subplot to bottom subplot).
From a computational perspective, it may also beneficial to turn off the SuNCEt loss at some point,
even if leaving it on does not degrade performance. We hypothesize that once we have squeezed out
all the information that we can from the labeled data, it is best to revert all computational resources to
optimizing the (more slowly-convergent) self-supervised instance-discrimination task. We see that
leaving the SuNCEt loss on for more epochs does not provide any significant improvement in model
accuracy (left subplots in Figure 2), but the corresponding computational requirements still increase
(right subplots in Figure 2).
In practice we find that switching-off the SuNCEt loss when it has roughly plateaued provides a good
strategy for balancing gains in model accuracy with computational costs. We switch off the SuNCEt
loss at epoch 100 in all of our CIFAR10 experiments in the main paper (except the experiment
with 100% labeled data, where SuNCEt is left on for all 500 epochs of training). Figure 3 depicts
the supervised SuNCEt loss during training for various percentages of available labeled data (left
subplots), and the self-supervised InfoNCE loss during training for various percentages of available
labeled data (right subplots). While the InfoNCE continues decreasing (albeit slowly) for a few
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Figure 3: Training a ResNet50 with an adjusted-stem on CIFAR10 given various percentages of labeled data. The
SuNCEt loss is only used for the first 100 epochs of training, and then switched off for the reaminder of training.
Left subplots report the supervised SuNCEt loss during training. Right subplots report the self-supervised
InfoNCE loss during training. In practice, we turn off the SuNCEt loss when it has plateaued, and revert to fully
self-supervised training thereafter. In these experiments, the SuNCEt loss has roughly plateaued at around 100
epochs of training.
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hundred training epochs (right subplots), the SuNCEt loss has roughly plateaued after 100 training
epochs (left subplots), and so we switch it off at that point.
Figure 3 also suggests that the rate at which the SuNCEt loss plateaus is negatively correlated with
the available amount of labeled data. This observation supports the intuition that one should turn off
the SuNCEt loss earlier in training if less labeled data is available (cf. Figure 2).
C Computational accounting
To report the amount of compute used during training we use a pytorch operation-counter tool.3 In
particular, we use the tool to compute the number of MACs (multiply-accumulate operations) used
to perform a forward pass and evaluate the loss for a given mini-batch. Then we use the formula
from https://www.openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/ to determine the total number
of flops per update
flops per update = (MACs) ∗ (2 FLOPs/MAC) ∗ (3 for forward and backward pass).
We measure the flops utilized during each update of both pre-training and fine-tuning, and report the
aggregate results in petaflops.
D Pseudo-code
Listing 1 provides pseudo-code for integrating the SuNCEt supervised loss with a self-supervised
instance discrimination task when a small fraction of labeled data is available during training. The
SuNCEt loss is computed on a mini-batch of labeled images and directly added to the instance-
discrimination loss.
Listing 1: Pseudo-code for main training script computing InfoNCE+SuNCEt when a small fraction of labeled
data is available during training.
# -- init image sampler for instance-discrimination
unsupervised_data_loader = ...
# -- init (labeled) image sampler for SuNCEt
supervised_data_loader = ...
for epoch in range(num_epochs):
for itr, imgs in enumerate(unsupervised_data_loader):
# -- compute instance-discrimination loss
z = mlp(encoder(imgs))
ssl_loss = info_nce(z)
# -- compute supervised-contrastive loss
labeled_imgs = next(supervised_data_loader)
z = mlp(encoder(labeled_imgs))
supervised_loss = suncet(z)
# -- compute aggregate loss and update encoder & mlp
loss = supervised_loss + ssl_loss
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
lr_scheduler.step()
E Linear Evaluation on CIFAR10
For completeness we also evaluate performance when training a linear classifier on top of the frozen
encoder network using the available labeled data (as opposed to fine-tuning both the encoder network
3https://github.com/Lyken17/pytorch-OpCounter
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and the linear classifier). We switch off the SuNCEt loss after 100 epochs off training in these
experiments, except in the cases where either 100% or 50% of the training data is labeled, in which
case the loss is left on for the entire 500 epochs of training. We train the linear classifier for 520
epochs using SGD with Nesterov momentum and a batch-size of 256, momentum 0.9, and a step-wise
learning rate decay schedule starting at 0.01, and decay to 0.001 and 0.0001 at epochs 480 and 500
respectively. We only make use of basic data augmentations (random cropping and random horizontal
flipping) when training the linear classifier.
Results. Figure 4a shows the convergence of SimCLR with various amounts of labeled data, both
in terms of epochs (left sub-figure) and in terms of computation (right sub-figure). Figure 4b shows
the convergence of the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination with various amounts of labeled data, both in
terms of epochs (left sub-figure) and in terms of computation (right sub-figure). Figure 4c shows the
improvement in Top 1 test accuracy of the linear classifier throughout training (relative to SimCLR)
when using SuNCEt. Not only does SuNCEt accelerate training from a sample efficiency point of
view (as much as a 10% improvement in test-accuracy within the first 50 epochs, cf. Figure 4c), but it
also leads to better models at the end of training. Figure 4d shows the amount of computation saved
by the SimCLR + SuNCEt combination in reaching the best SimCLR accuracy. There are two x-axes
in this figure. The top shows the petaflops saved and the bottom shows the number of model updates
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(a) SimCLR test-set convergence with linear-evaluation on various percentages of labeled data.
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(b) SimCLR + SuNCEt test-set convergence with linear-evaluation on various percentages of labeled data.
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(c) SuNCEt improvement in test-set convergence with
linear-evaluation on various percentages of labeled data.
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Figure 4: Training a ResNet50 with an adjusted-stem on CIFAR10 given various percentages of labeled data.
Evaluations reported at intermediate epochs correspond to checkpoints from the same run, with a 500 epoch
learning-rate cosine-decay schedule. SuNCEt epochs are counted with respect to number of passes through the
unsupervised data loader.
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saved to reach the best SimCLR test accuracy. SuNCEt saves computation for any given amount of
supervised samples.
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